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Happy Holidays
President’s Remarks
It’s Thanksgiving Day as I am writing this (a few days after now) and this will be my last
newsletter as president. I will still be around doing other tasks for the community which may
have me writing for the newsletter from time to time.
The annual meeting went well this year being held online again due to COVID concerns. I
appreciate all who attended especially since I published the incorrect address to join the
meeting in the mailer. Fortunately, Herb Burton found the mistake just before the meeting and
was able to do an e-blast with the correct link. Herb was the meeting administrator which
allowed me to conduct the meeting without interruption, thank you Herb.
The work at the east pool has been completed and it looks great. The refresh on the clubhouse is underway and should be completed by the
end of the year. I am sure Jay Flaherty will have more details in his newsletter article.
I want to thank SMR for the privilege of serving as the president and the board and volunteers that made me look good.
A recent study has found women who carry a little extra weight live longer than men who mention it.
Enjoy the holiday season!
Talk to you later,
Jim
Jim Warner – President SMR HOA
Email: president@smrhoa.com, Ph: 520-744-8208
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Landscape
As we swing into the cooler weather and the holiday season, Landscape marches on
into Zone 3, which includes the north side of Loma del Bribon and Trocha Alegre
from Bribon to Toros. Darrin and his team are working there now on clean-up and
maintenance including tree trimming and, of course, removing weeds. They are also
working along the top of the Bribon slope to clear away volunteer plants from behind
the residents’ backyard walls. Please be reminded that residents should not store
anything, including firewood, in the area beyond their wall in part because it is a
Common Area, but especially because piles attract rodents.
With respect to rodents, the Landscape Committee wants everyone to be aware of the
danger in using traps that contain poison bait, rather than a humane trap or a kill-trap.
The traps using poison bait are designed so that the critter is poisoned but can leave the trap and die elsewhere. The problem is the collateral
damage to hawks, owls, vultures and coyotes who eat the poisoned animal and are in turn poisoned. We need these raptors and other
animals to help control the rodents, so we don’t want to sicken or kill them. Unfortunately, some of the pest control companies say that the
poison is not strong enough to kill the predators. But if the predator eats numerous poisoned rodents, the poison builds up and harms the
predators we need. Please keep this in mind when you embark on pest control. Here is one of many articles that describes the problem and
offers some solutions: https://www.nwf.org/Home/Magazines/National-Wildlife/2018/Oct-Nov/Conservation/Rodenticides
Several residents have asked about the grasses that have emerged and persisted due to the summer rains. We do remove grasses from the
streetscapes in Common Areas, but beyond or above the streetscapes, you will notice that we leave some native grasses in place. I asked
our Landscape Contractor, Darrin Seidel, to provide information about native grasses and how they differ from non-native, invasive, or
noxious grasses and weeds. Here is what he provided us:
The monsoon season this past summer was nature’s time to germinate seed and spur new growth in virtually all areas of our
Landscapes. Our native grasses expanded their footprint, taking advantage of moist soils to sprout long dormant seeds on our
slopes, and existing grasses flowered and released another bumper crop of excellent habitat and erosion-controlling plants
throughout SMR.
Many natives such as Foxtail Barley, Wild Oat grass, Witchgrass, Love grass species, Muhlengergia species, Arizona Cotton Top
and many others have had an exponential widening of their footprints with all the rain we had. This rejuvenation of native plants
and grasses in our Common Areas has improved erosion abatement on many slopes. It also has provided seeds and forage for
innumerable beneficial desert critters & bird species.
Some folks are concerned if they mistake some of the native habitat grasses for highly invasive and destructive grasses like Buffel
& Fountain Grass. In many areas throughout SMR where these invasive grasses were trying to get a foothold, they have been
removed. The bare spots previously occupied by these invasive non-natives are now filled in with beneficial native grasses.
It may look like pandemonium in the landscapes as all plants and grasses come alive and reproduce rapidly, but actually, the
diverse landscape is what the Sonoran Desert is known for. The Desert’s recuperative ability does not detract from our landscapes
in SMR but enhances them. As we work now, refining our aesthetic streetscapes and improving the functionality of slopes and
wash areas, we can better see what it’s like to manage a property as diverse and beautiful as SMR.
Now to the wistful part of my article. I am completing my three-year term as Landscape Chair. I have enjoyed this opportunity
tremendously, and now it’s time to pass the symbolic Saguaro rib on to the next Chair. I am delighted to say that Greg Adams, Zone 5 Rep,
is going to step up and take over the Chair. He has been on the Committee for more than twenty months and has handled our financial
analysis for more than a year. Greg will oversee the next phases for Landscape, which will include replacing and refreshing rock ground
cover in all the Common Areas, adding boulders, enhancing the most visible areas of SMR, as well as supervising the zone rotations, with
the goal of accelerating the progress from zone to zone. Greg has been a terrific colleague, and I know he will be a superb Chair. I thank
him for agreeing to take on this role. And I thank all my fellow Committee members for their support, for their wisdom, and for their hard
work over these three years. I have really loved being on this Committee. Thank you too, fellow residents, for all of your work to keep
SMR beautiful and distinctive, true to the desert in which we live.
Happy Holidays to everyone.
Eloise Gore
Landscape@SMRHOA.com
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Recreation
Pools and Spas
The East pool reopened in mid-November after a complete re-plaster and tile
replacement. The West pool usually has the heat turned off from December through
February. Last Winter it remained open to alleviate crowding due to Covid
restrictions. The Recreation Committee and Board will review the need to keep the
West pool heated this Winter. Look for an email with updates.
Both spas are open and operating. Enjoy them this Winter.
Please continue to follow CDC Covid 19 guidelines when using our recreation facilities. We continue to follow Pima County and CDC
guidelines.
Courts
The court continues to experience regular use by both pickle ball and tennis players. Please utilize reservemycourt.com to avoid any playing
conflicts. A very successful beginner pickleball clinic was organized by Pat Frankle and her court committee and held on November 13th
with 20 new picklers participating. Most have been reserving courts and practicing as well as attending the two post-clinic afternoon practice
sessions organized by the court committee. Al Frankle, Ellie Jewell and Joy Greenberg instructed, and our regular group of players assisted
during the clinic and the practice sessions. We look forward to integrating these new players into the regular open play times.
Clubhouse
The clubhouse renovation (being managed by Cheryl Adams, Leslie Adams and Kathie Flaherty who are doing a terrific time-consuming
job) continues at a nice pace. When complete the clubhouse will have all new LED lighting and textured ceiling, new flooring throughout
the main room, kitchen, entry and storage areas. The south facing windows will be replaced with super low e glass to reduce heat intrusion
and save on energy costs. Solar screens will be installed on all windows and doors. Storage will be improved with the addition of built-in
shelving in the storage room and the addition of more cabinets in the kitchen area. New paint will be applied throughout the clubhouse and
restrooms. Entry doors will be re stained. New art will be installed, and residents were asked to submit photos of SMR to decorate two of
the clubhouse walls. Response was overwhelming and we thank you for your submissions. Landscape has trimmed the bushes on the south
side of the clubhouse so great city/valley views can be enjoyed. A new ceiling fan will also be installed under the clubhouse veranda. It is
anticipated the renovation will be complete by the end of December. Regular updates are provided when there is something significant to
share. We are hopeful the clubhouse can safely re-open in 2022.
The Book Nook is open, and Jill Ballesteros, Diane Sahler and Nancy Bower maintain our private library. Their work is much appreciated.
Keep your book donations coming.
Jay Flaherty
recreation@smrhoa.com

Roads
We had a productive year for Roads and have continued to maintain the quality of our
roads. In early spring Ace Asphalt applied a slurry seal to the trash chute (the section
of road from the intersection of Loma del Bribon with Troche Alegra to the end of the
parking circle). The slurry seal is holding up well and we do not anticipate we will need
to treat that section again for many years.
One-third of our roads (Alegra, Vaccio, Toros, and Bronzino) were treated in August
with the mineral bond compound HA5. The surface on these roads looks great, and we
think that using HA5 is a better alternative than the conventional asphalt sealcoating as
it has the potential to significantly delay the time we need to repave the streets. Another major benefit is the reduction in the time that the
roads are tied up, reducing the disruption to our residents. Overall, we think we are on the way to a better way to keep our roads in tip-top
condition.
We have no major plans for 2022, so it should be a quiet year for Roads, and smooth driving for all of us.

John Mitchell, Roads Chair, roads@smrhoa.com or 1-608-347-5992
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Nominating Committee
The candidates for the three open Board positions who were on the ballot at the Annual
Meeting were all elected unanimously. We are very pleased to welcome Greg Adams,
Colleen McAuliffe, and Bob Shaff to the Board. We know that they will continue to
provide the excellent management we experience in our HOA.
John Mitchell Nomination Chair
nominations@smrhoa.com or 1-608-347-5992

Hospitality Committee
On Tuesday, November 16th, we held our happy hour and guest speaker event.
We couldn’t have asked for a more perfect evening temperature wise, and the
sunset was spectacular. Our speaker, Frank Figliuzzi was very well received! We
had approximately 100 residents in attendance. His talk was both informative and
educational, as he talked about the history of the FBI, and some of his own
experiences over his 25-year career. In addition, he talked about several episodes
on his podcast called “The Bureau with Frank Figliuzzi”. He managed to slip in a
few humorous anecdotes as well!! After his talk, Frank was gracious enough to take questions and stay to sign copies of his book, “The
FBI Way: Inside the Bureau’s Code of Excellence Way”, for several residents.
Enjoy the pictures (special thanks to Eloise Gore for taking some great ones).
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UPCOMING EVENTS:
Sunday, December 5th from 1:00 - 3:00. Donation Drive with refreshments and light snacks at the east pool

So, please come by with a donation and stay for refreshments, snacks, some tasty sweets, and spend some time with SMR friends
and neighbors.
The wish lists from each organization are significant. We’ve spoken to either a volunteer or employee from each one and compiled this list
based on their input.
Please be sure items are in their original packaging.
TMC Children’s Hospital*

Humane Society

Community Food Bank **

Currently popular children’s books-all ages.

Peanut Butter

Oatmeal

Sun-catchers (paintable)

KONG Dog Toys

Cereal, Granola Bars

Infant Stimulation Toys

Natural Balance dog food rolls.

Canned Tomato Products

Stacking/Nesting Toys/ Infant Links

Martingale Collars

Canned Tuna and Chicken

Sound Books

Hot Dogs

Peanut Butter

Board Games (Sorry, Trouble, Scrabble JR).

Canned puppy food

Canned Soups

Action Figures (no scary looking ones)

Hot Dogs

Canned Fruits and Veggies

Arts and Crafts Kits

Flea/Tick control products

Rice and Pasta

100, 300, 500 piece puzzles

Dog Biscuits

Packaged Nuts and Seeds

Surgery hats and pillow cases in fun

Cat Treats

Canned Tuna in Water

child friendly patters
** No glass container
* Unfortunately no stuffed animals
at this time

** Consider low sugar, low

.

sodium and whole grain

If you would prefer to make a financial donation, makes checks payable to:
- TMC Foundation and note “Child Life” on the memo line
- Humane Society of Southern Arizona
- The Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona
January 2022 - event TBD
Once the clubhouse renovation is completed, we will get back to the community with details of an event, so stay tuned!
Hello SMR Community!
We wanted to send out one last opportunity for you to sign up for our potlucks this year. It’s such a fun way to get to know new friends. If
you’d like to learn more about how the potlucks work, please give us a call: 360-608-0974
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If you decide you'd like to sign up for the potluck group, please send us an email: julieandersen@comcast.net. Please give us your name,
address, email and phone number. We need to know by Wednesday December 29th in order to assure everyone is assigned to a group. We'd
love for you to join!
For all who have signed up, we will have our initial meeting in early January at the clubhouse. We are hoping to do this meeting Monday,
January 10th at 6:30, however if the clubhouse remodel isn’t finished, we may have to meet in the afternoon on Saturday the 8th and do it
outside. The meeting shouldn't take too long. All potluck participants will meet their potluck groups and schedule their respective potlucks
over the next few months. Be SURE to bring your calendars to help decide on your dates!! There will be 6-8 people per group.
Thanks
Julie & Jens Andersen
Dennis & Annebeth Burgess
Potluck Coordinators
Colleen and Ron, Hospitality Chairs
You can reach us at hospitality@smrhoa.com

Architecture
Recently, there have been several inquiries about caring for slump block houses.
Several residents have experienced leakage, deterioration and staining. I’m from
New England and slump block is not a construction material I am familiar with, so
to educate myself and share the benefit of my research I asked Mr Raul Hugo, who
was the mason for most, if not all, of the homes in the Fairfield development. He told
me the history of why slump block became popular in Tucson.
Burnt Adobe is made by packing red sand/clay "mud" into a wooden form, allowing
it to “set" then removing the wooden form, drying it in the sun. After this it goes into
an oven where the heat causes the particles to bind together producing a surprisingly effective thermal insulator/moderator. It will eventually
be destroyed by water, and wicks moisture with the same result, but can be a very good building material for the SW if kept dry by design
and application and cared-for properly.
In the early 1980s, adobe blocks began to be the favored building exterior finish. Mexico was the main source and at some point, in time,
the adobe blocks that arrived in Tucson for construction purposes were baked only on the outside. Contractors could not see that the interior
was unbaked and used them and within five - ten years, these buildings had holes throughout as the interior of the brick leached out and the
exterior crumbled.
Enter slump block. What is slump block? Slump Block is concrete block manufactured to look like adobe or burnt adobe, it is stronger,
heavier, more durable, and lower maintenance. Slump Block is a concrete block unit that is removed from the mold before it has a chance
to completely set. This causes the concrete block to keep a “slumped” appearance resembling an adobe brick, especially if colored when in
production. To make slump block look even closer to adobe, black color was added at times to resemble the “burnt” look of some adobe.
Slump block resembles Spanish style architecture which is why it was used in building the homes in our community.
And so why should be care about bricks, adobe, slump block? Well, if your home is slump block, which looks like brick, the tendency is to
neglect its care on your maintenance. I mean, after all, the wolf was not able to blow the little piggy’s house down who was smart enough
to build out of brick.
But, our houses aren’t brick. PLUS, there is nothing in the realm of home maintenance that doesn’t require care, cleaning or attention.
We recommend that if you have a slump block house, you enlist a reputable mason to check the condition of the slump block, mortar and
surface. It is important to know that within five years, the slump block will need re-sealing. This waterproof coating protects the
concrete and prevents the disintegration of the mortar. If this has started happening to your house, you will see the acid and alkaline starting
to separate - it looks like thin drools of sugar frosting in places and is a sure sign that it is time to call the mason.
****************
DID YOU KNOW?
If it’s longer than FIVE years since you had a mason check your house, do so NOW!!
****************
Mr Hugo states that it took seven days to lay the 9,100 blocks that make up a Fairfield house. It is our responsibility to care for them if we
want them to withstand the wolverine winds.
Ask your neighbors for their experiences with and recommendations for good masonry work.
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A reminder to those I contacted about plans that were found in the Clubhouse for your homes: if you haven’t responded to me, I will be
shredding the drawings December 15th.
As always, if you have any questions, please contact me.
Janet Pearce Foster, Chair
Email: architecture@smrhoa.com
520-526-5571
REMINDER #1: If you plan to sell your SMR home, please contact resale@smrhoa.com or phone Angie Perryman at 520-615-4074 before
putting your house on market and thank you in advance for your cooperation.

Neighborhood Watch
Dear SMR Residents…

I’m writing this article on Thanksgiving Day and want to take this space to express my
thanks for a few things that involve Sunrise Mountain Ridge.
First, I’m grateful for the Southwest Gas employee who was on his every 3-year pass
through our neighborhood to check for natural gas leaks. He found that our gas meter
had an unnoticed leak. YIKES!! The representative told me that ours was an old
(probably 1983) meter, that the leak was very minor, not dangerous at this time, but
needed replacement. I am so thankful and want to share this story with you. Our SMR
neighborhood has just received its every 3-year check, and any and all leaks have been

repaired.
Secondly, I am grateful for the 25 volunteers who serve SMR as Neighborhood Watch Block Captains along our 13 streets, making our
neighborhood safer, more friendly, and more helpful.
Third, I am grateful to Connie Eisenman, who has taken over from Roger Wiswell as Block Captain on a portion of
Vereda Rosada. Connie is an original SMR resident since its beginning in 1983. She has 2 adult sons and was a
science teacher at Gridley Middle School for 22 years before her recent retirement. She now spends time both
exercising (e.g. ZOOMBA), learning (e.g. Japanese language), and staying active. Welcome to the SMR
Neighborhood Watch Team, Connie!!
Lastly, I am so thankful that Lynda and I live in Sunrise Mountain Ridge. Our neighborhood is so active, so beautiful,
and so friendly. SMR is a very special place to live and continues to be special because of the people that live here.

A belated Happy Thanksgiving, and I wish you all a special and blessed Christmas and Holiday Season.
Bob Shaff
SMR Neighborhood Watch Area Leader
Neighborhood@smrhoa.com
520-981-0648

Volunteer Liaison
Another successful Adopt-A-Road event was held November 20th. Pat Frankle’s regular
SMR volunteer crew of Jim McAlister, Eloise Gore, Terry McNulty, Harlan Lyso, Tom and
Janet Gething, Doug Dickey, Kyle and Tina Pakka and John Yupcavage from Sunrise
Territory Village Townhomes welcomed new volunteer Catherine Meyler. Everyone did a
great job of clearing the roadsides of unwanted trash. Special recognitions go to the Pakkas
for the biggest collection (one of their bags was so heavy they had to leave it for later retrieval
with their car) and to Jim McAlister who, with his dog Dallas, volunteered again for dog
waste retrieval in the Colorada wash. There was less roadside trash collected this fall, but the
dog waste issue was much worse. Please, if you walk your pup in the wash, do pick up his
deposits. The wash is not a drop free zone! Thanks to all who participated. It really is a very satisfying and fun time, and Pat encourages
others to join us in the spring when she will be hosting another Adopt-A-road event.
On another note, the Recreation Committee is creating a new opportunity for you to make an important contribution to the
SMR community without taking on a lot of responsibility or commitment! Specifically, we are looking for new volunteers to perform
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simple walk-through inspections of the recreation premises — the pools, the spas, the clubhouse, and the courts— and eyeball for any new
or potential problems. This is a pretty easy way for you to get involved without incurring a long-term or onerous assignment. Volunteers
will walk through each site once a day for just one week and notify the committee of any emerging problems that need addressing. After
one week, the job will pass to another volunteer. Snowbirds would be welcome during the time they’re in residence. If you would like to
start being involved with the community but are not interested in getting in too deep, this is for you! Contact me
at AWHILE9318@gmail.com, or Incoming Recreation Chair Kathleen Flaherty at (520) 271-8634.
Allen W. Hile, Volunteer Liaison, volunteer@smrhoa.com, 520-505-4963

Database
The 2021 SMR Directory contains all of the updated information. Please
submit any updates, changes, corrections and new information to:
database@smrhoa.com
Welcome to SMR:
Bernard Bom and Dorothy Arnold
6810 E. Pico del Monte
503-567-6797

Herb Burton, Database Chair

Advertising by Residents
Procedure: Ads must be limited to 50 words, text only, no pictures, include a phone number and/or email address, and be submitted by
the middle of the month preceding the newsletter publication date (the first of the month, except for a combined mid-summer issue on
July 15). The ad is good for one issue. If you want it repeated, you must submit another request. Ad copy should be sent to Alan
Frankle, Pubs@smrhoa.com.
Anyone interested in giving a beautiful gift? I am selling my Mata Ortiz collection. Please call me if you are interested. Ellie Nelson
541-999-2819.
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SNAP phone: 520- 437-9556
http://www.sunrisesnap.org

Important Announcement!!
Sunrise Neighborhood Assistance Program (SNAP) will end all
services and programs by December 31, 2021.
Sunrise Mountain Ridge (SMR) homeowners know SNAP was founded by long-time residents Tiny Read and Lu Salisbury, along with
Jayne Henninger from another Sunrise community. Originally serving SMR residents, SNAP grew to reach residents of other Sunrise
neighborhoods who have benefited from its services and programs over the last fifteen years.
SNAP's mission has always been to assist and support older adults to remain in their homes as long as possible. Dedicated volunteers
have provided services such as transportation, minor home repairs, and occasional meals. In addition to these helpful services, SNAP
held regular socialization events and educational sessions on topics related to aging.
The social distancing required during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic forced SNAP to cease or curtail most services and programs.
Even before COVID, however, SNAP saw a dwindling demand for services. This diminished demand has led to SNAP’s decision to
close.
This dwindling demand for SNAP’s services demonstrates a change in the needs of older adults in our Sunrise communities. The
organization has seen the positive impact of technology on the lives of older adults. Ride sharing services, online shopping, and doorstep
delivery of many necessities are widely available and accessible.
Also, in ways SNAP has not seen before, families, friends and neighbors have become more involved in assisting their loved ones in
managing the challenges of aging. This trend is encouraging and softens the regret that the SNAP organization has in needing to end its
service to the community. This “neighbors helping neighbors” approach to supporting older adults to age in place in the homes they
love and the neighborhoods they trust is consistent with SNAP’s vision of a community in which older adults feel connected, supported,
and engaged. Having helped to foster this trend through its volunteer services, socialization activities, and educational offerings will be
SNAP’s enduring legacy.
SNAP is grateful to SMR residents who have supported the organization in many ways -- financially, with hours of volunteering,
spreading SNAP’s good will, and alerting staff to neighbors in need. In SNAP’s absence, please continue to look out for and engage
with your older adult neighbors.
Sunrise Neighborhood Assistance Program
6890 E. Sunrise Drive, Suite 120-298
Tucson, AZ 85750
www.sunrisesnap.org
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Please Support Our Advertisers
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SMR PHOTO GALLERY
For our website users, we like to include a monthly Photo Gallery. Please send any interesting photos of fauna, flora, sunrises,
sunsets or any other photos of items that make SMR special. Please e-mail to pubs@smrhoa.com.

More of what makes SMR a special place: Provided by Eloise Gore
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